Our News Reading Activity - What I love about summer!
1. Draw a line to match the words to the pictures:

swimming
Zumba
Beluga
time off
hot
weather
ice cream
trip
flowers
garden
friends
relaxed

2. Use the words in the box below to fill in the gap in each sentence:

swimming

friends

ice cream

exploring

frolicking

Zumba

hot

trip

walked

time off

garden

weather

flowers

outdoors

relaxed

1. It was wonderful to be able to participate in outdoor fitness and _________
classes.
2. I enjoyed making my first vegetable ___________. The kale and tomatoes are
still growing.
3. I loved _______________ in the sea.
4. I really did not enjoy the summer very much. It was too ______ to go for walks.
5. In the summer, I went to see my ______________.
6. I like the ________________ in summer. It is neither cold nor hot.
7. This summer I ate a delicious cone filled with soft blueberry
_________________. Amazing!
8. I enjoyed spending more time with my kids. I really liked my family __________
to the Old Port.
9. I love the ______________. I enjoy going for walks and seeing the pops of colour.
10. The thing I loved most about the summer was ________________ my new
neighbourhood on the West Island! I found some lovely paths.
11. This summer, I ____________ more than any summer. I saw different flowers
from garden to garden.
12. I loved the beautiful weather we had that allowed us to spend most of the
summer _____________.
13. What I loved so much about this summer was being near the St. Lawrence
River and watching the beluga whales _____________ in front of me.
14. What I loved most about summer was having some ______________ work to
spend with my family.
15. Summer, to me, means freedom. I find life is more ____________ in the summer!

